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Abstract— The Infinitely Variable Transmission (IVT) system 

is designed to study the various characteristics like Torque, 

Power and Efficiency across the Speed. The components from 

IVT are designed with the considerations of various factors 

like material, cost, ease of manufacturing and the reliability of 

the system. The basic design of the IVT system and its 

components are done with the 3D modeling software CATIA 

V5 R20 version. Further made the drawings of the 

components for the manufacturing to assemble the IVT 

experimental setup. The design for the Infinitely Variable 

Transmission system is to be specifically designed to match 

the requirements dictated by vehicle. Therefore all the design 

modifications and optimizations are made to achieve top 

speed, pulling capability and weight/space savings in the IVT. 

This study is based on the design considerations for all parts 

and analysis of the critical parts from the IVT system. The 

basic inputs considered as per the requirement and design 

calculations done with the reference of theoroticle base for all 

the IVT componants. As per the theoroticle calculations, the 

diamensions and the failure mode conditions are safe for the 

input torque conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this design project was to improve upon an 

existing Infinitely Variable Transmission (IVT) design for 

use in the Mini Car. The objective is to demonstrate that an 

IVT can outperform a continuously variable transmission 

(CVT). The Mini car, and thus the IVT, must be able to 

withstand a series of tests including that of endurance. 

An IVT is a new design of transmission which 

utilizes moments produced by rotating offset masses to 

transfer torque, while varying output speed, from the engine 

to the output shaft. In an effort to design a reliable and 

efficient IVT, all components from the existing IVT were 

analyzed in detail and modified accordingly. 

The following report presents the design 

considerations for parts and analysis of critical parts & 

results. It also includes the design methodology used to 

design the parts and for the assembly. The critical 

components in this system are the Yoke, Mass and Cam. 

These parts come under in arm assembly which generates 

oscillating torque from the input from the engine. 

The IVT will receive input from the engine through 

the use of belt between the engine output shaft and the input 

shaft of the IVT. This input shaft will transmit the torque to a 

yoke, which has two pins projecting from it. The yoke pins 

connect to links, which are in turn pin connected to three 

masses. These masses are attached as well to the arm 

assembly. 

 
Fig. 1: IVT Design and Assembly 

II. INFINITELY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION 

The Infinitely Variable Transmission (IVT) designed for the 

mini car is based on a patented design owned and developed 

by Terry Lester, of Fort Worth, Texas. Modifications are 

being made to the design to specifically match the 

requirements of the mini car. The result is a somewhat 

simplified version of Mr. Lester’s original design. 

Fundamental design and performance characteristics remain 

the same, such as the use of rotating masses to develop an 

oscillating torque. 

A. Design Alternatives 

During the brainstorming stage of the design, three main 

design alternatives were determined. Primarily, the designs 

focused on achieving proper installation and space savings in 

the mini-car. The following sections outline each of the 

design alternatives in more detail. 

1) Double Offset Mass IVT 

The double offset mass IVT is the basic design supplied by 

Lestran Engineering. Its advantages consist of high 

efficiency, low cost, and design simplicity from using only 

three rotating masses. However, this design requires larger 

masses (compared to the multiple offset mass IVT), which 

means the overall diameter will be larger and difficult to 

retrofit to the Mini-vehicle. 

2) Double-Back IVT 

The double-back IVT is designed to change the directions 

between the input and the output shafts by 180 degrees 

through the use of a belt or chain. The main advantage of this 

alternative is that it reduces the overall length of the IVT by 

nearly half and therefore, it is able to be directly coupled the 

engine. This allows a lower mounting point for the engine-

IVT combination, which in return lowers the center of gravity 

of the vehicle, increasing its performance characteristics. 

Disadvantages of the double-back IVT include 

added design complication through an internal gear/belt 

addition, an increase in manufacturing precision, and cost 

inflation. 
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3) Multiple Mass IVT 

The multiple mass IVT is based off of the double offset mass 

IVT design with one major difference; instead of using one 

set of rotating masses, multiple sets of rotating masses are 

employed. Advantages of this design include a smaller 

diameter of masses in order to produce the same amount of 

torque, a decrease in stress on entire system due to smaller 

rotating masses, and the decrease in time between output 

pulses allowing for smoother operation. The major downside 

to this design alternative is the added costs from increase in 

material, bearings, casting material and lobes. Furthermore, 

the length of the overall IVT would be significantly 

increased, which would pose problems when fitting it to the 

vehicle. 

B. Design Selection 

After considering the design alternatives, it was concluded 

that the double offset mass IVT would prove to be the optimal 

design for the application. This design is preferable for a 

number of reasons. The design excelled in a number of key 

areas, namely weight, reliability and cost. It is superior in the 

weight category due to its compact length and simple 

construction. Additionally, the reliability aspect of this design 

is superior to the others due to simplicity and lack of 

additional moving parts. The cost is lower for this design due 

to, once again, due to the simple design and construction. 

C. Vehicle and IVT Modeling 

All parameters used in order to optimize the IVT to the Mini-

vehicle were conceived from a previous version’s vehicle. In 

order to obtain correct information, based on the Mini-Car 

that this IVT will be retrofitted for, a correct analysis of the 

vehicle must be made. To do so, a racing technology 

computer will be used to gain parameters such as 

acceleration, top speed, and more importantly RPM at any 

operating velocity. With these new figures the correct mass 

sizes, link sizes and lobe offsets of the IVT can be determined 

and the vehicle’s performance optimized. 

Once the Mini-Car is correctly modeled then the 

IVT’s calculated parameters can be entered into a computer 

program. This program will then output the performance of 

the IVT, depicting things such as torque output, power output, 

and RPM at optimal power output. By changing the IVT 

parameters slightly, the optimal design for the Mini-Car will 

be obtained and then constructed. 

III. DESIGN SCOPE 

The main design challenge of this project is to implement the 

IVT concept rather than coming up with a new transmission 

concept. In cases with more than one solution to a design 

issue, a scoring method is used to determine which one best 

suits our needs. This method rate’s each design on a 1 to 5 

scale, with 1 being poor and 5 being excellent. Using an 

importance multiplier for the desired characteristics, a 

weighted score is then obtained. Using this scale, the higher 

the final mark a design receives, the better the design [4]. 

A. Yoke Design 

In this design the entire input yoke assembly is mounted on 

the arm assembly shaft as shown in fig. 1. The input yoke will 

be driven by a pulley directly mounted to it. This design also 

has the advantage of shortening the effective length of the 

IVT since the yoke does not have to be driven from the far 

end of the case [4]. Figure 2a illustrates the yoke design used 

in the IVT. 

 
Fig. 2a: Yoke Design Type 1   Fig. 2b: Yoke Design Type 2 

Fig. 2: Yoke Design Alternatives 

The analysis of yoke is made in the software 

ANSYS R14.5 version. Geometry of mass made in 

workbench and free meshing has been made for the analysis. 

A free mesh has no restrictions in terms of element shapes, 

and has no specified pattern applied to it. While deciding the 

boundary conditions of the yoke, a fixed support has been 

given to yoke face near at the shaft hole. Loading the 

geometry, as the moment of 1.19 N.m applied on the yoke. 

The results getting from the final analysis is as shown in the 

figure below: 

 
Fig. 3: Result of the Yoke analysis 

The maximum induced stress (1.95) < allowable 

stress (108), the YOKE is safe under torsional failure. 

The input drive selection consideration for this 

design is for, how the yoke will interface with the engine. To 

determine this, different alternatives are considered as the 

input drive to the IVT. Gear belt drive, Chain drive and Gear 

drive are the three options for the system, one of that have to 

be select for the IVT. For the Yoke input design we have to 

consider many criteria’s to select the input drive, these are 

cost, reliability, efficiency, ease of mounting, weight and 

vibration damping. As determined from the above 

considerations, the use of a gear belt and pulley system is 

most sufficient [4]. 

B. Mass Design 

In the IVT design, the center of gravity was too close to the 

arm assembly shaft which decreased the torque to weight 

ratio. Therefore, it was decided that a new mass shape should 

be designed to create a higher output torque without 

increasing the transmission mass significantly. The heart of 

the IVT is the method in which the masses interact with the 

arm assembly. This arm assembly allows for the masses to 

generate torque through their rotation and transmits it to the 

output shaft [4]. 

For the mass design we have three shapes for options 

like square shape, T shape and CNC shape. To select better 

suitable shape for the IVT, we need to consider three main 

factors. These factors are cost, center of gravity radius and 
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dynamic balancing. For the cost considerations, the square 

shape must be the best due to the simple shape and ease of 

manufacturing. But T shape also good as compared to CNC 

shape of mass. For the center of gravity radius consideration, 

T shape and CNC shape are good. In the case of dynamic 

balancing T shape is following to the square shape and CNC 

shape. 

 
Fig. 4a Mass Design Type 1 (Square Shape) Fig. 4b Mass 

Design Type 2 (T-Shape) Fig. 4c Mass Design Type 3 (CNC 

Shape) 

Fig. 4: Mass Design Alternatives 

As considering the above factors, the best suited 

mass design is the “T-Shape” and will be used for the IVT 

project, as shown in the fig. 4b. It provides the best 

compromise between torque to weight ratio and ease of 

manufacturing. The cost of material was incorporated with 

the cost to manufacture the masses and weight accordingly. 

This simple T arrangement places more material 

away from the center of rotation, thus increasing the torque 

to weight ratio. The design can also be tuned for optimum 

mass, inertia, and dynamic balancing by removing material 

toward the center of rotation [4]. 

The mass is a link that is subjected to direct tensile 

load in the form of pull = 48 N. Material selection from the 

PSG design data book, EN9-plain carbon steel is the material 

for mass which having tensile strength 600 N/mm2 & yield 

strength 380 N/mm2. To check failure of mass under direct 

tensile load at the eye end, this is the portion where the lever 

pin fits. For the above conditions actual tensile stress is less 

than the allowable tensile stress, hence the mass is safe under 

tensile load. 

The analysis of mass is made in the software 

ANSYS R14.5 version. Geometry of mass made in 

workbench and free meshing has been made for the analysis. 

While deciding the boundary conditions of the mass, a fixed 

support has been given to mass at the shaft hole. Loading the 

geometry, as the force of 48 N applied at the hole of 

connecting pin in outward direction. The results getting from 

the final analysis is as shown in the figure below: 

 
Fig. 5: Result of the Mass analysis 

The maximum induced stress (10.2) < allowable 

stress (108), the MASS is safe under Direct Shear Failure. 

C. CAM Design 

The central shaft of the arm assembly has three cams attached 

to it. These cams are circular pieces of steel with an offset 

bore for the arm assembly shaft. The offset shaft means that 

any force acting radially on the cam is translated into a 

moment which acts on the shaft. This is because of the offset 

from the center of the cam, creating a moment arm. 

The analysis of cam is made in the software ANSYS 

R14.5 version. Geometry of mass made in workbench and 

free meshing has been made for the analysis. While deciding 

the boundary conditions of the cam, a fixed support has been 

given to one side of the cam face near at the shaft hole. 

Loading the geometry, as the moment of 1.19 N.m applied on 

the cam. The results getting from the final analysis is as 

shown in the figure below: 

 
Fig. 6: Result of the Cam analysis 

The maximum induced stress (7.3) < allowable 

stress (108), the CAM is safe under Torsional Failure. 

D. Shaft Mounting Design 

 
Fig. 7: Yoke, Input Shaft, Mass, Clutch and Bearing Mounts 

on Arm Assembly 

In the IVT design, the shafts in the IVT need the radial 

support. If two shafts are mounted in cantilever, it allows for 

greater degrees of shaft deflection under dynamic load. This 

deflection may have contributed to the clutch failure. To 

eliminate this problem it’s decided to mount the arm 

assembly shaft with a simply supported configuration. By 

doing this, we can eliminate some deflection, reduce 

vibration, and have less loading on the one way clutches. In 

addition, bearing supports will be added around the clutches 

for further strength [4]. 

For the balancing of the system, three masses are 

mounted on the shaft such a way that the weight is balanced 

both the sides. Weight of mass in center is exactly equal to 
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the other two masses, which are mounted in 180 degree of the 

mass in center. These masses are connected to the yoke 

through the connecting links and yoke pins as shown in figure 

7. 

E. Output Shaft Design 

If the output shaft constructed such a way that the clutches 

are pressed in to a hub, then they are not removable in the 

event of a clutch failure. To solve this issue, the design will 

take a new approach and implement a design that uses only 

one arm assembly shaft. This in turn will allow easy removal 

of clutches and bearings should failure occur. This simplified 

the design shaft, consequently eliminating shaft cantilever 

issues [4]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The arm assembly design of the IVT is shown in figure 7. The 

designed IVT is a combination of all design alternatives with 

the factors considered and discussed in this paper. 

Implementing these design considerations, results the IVT 

became simpler, stronger and more compact. This helps to 

make the transmission more reliable and easier to maintain 

for the infinitely variable transmission system. 

Using all of the design considerations and factors 

discussed above, we should be able to get a significant 

increase in performance from the IVT. 
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